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      Kinds of Sentences: 

 There are four kinds of sentences. 

                                                            

                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Declarative sentence/assertive: 

➢Declarative sentences can be either positive or negative.  

Eg:    It’s a rainy day. (Positive)  

          You have not done your homework today. (Negative) 

 

 

2. Imperative sentence: 

An imperative sentence ends with either a period (.) or an exclamation mark (!). 

Eg:     Shut the door. (an order) 

           Please give me a glass of water. (a request) 

           Have a safe journey. (a wish) 

 

3. Interrogative sentence: 

Interrogative sentence ends with a question mark (?) 

Eg:    Where do you live? 

           How is your new school? 

           Are you planning to buy this book? 
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4. Exclamatory sentences:                                           

 Eg:   Hurray! We won the game! 

           Oh no! I lost my purse. 

 

 

I.  Identify the kinds of sentences:                                        

1. What a pleasant evening we have had! 

2. The injured must be rushed to the hospital. 

3. Has Lalitha decorated her house?  

4. You are requested to maintain silence.  

5. Our team has won many tournaments.  

6. Will he ever mend his ways?  

7. Come back at once.   

8. Alas! Thousands of people have lost their lives in the flood.  

 

II. Choose the correct option. 

1. "Do you know where my iPod is?" is an example of what kind of sentence? 

a.  Declarative 

b. Imperative 

c. Interrogative 

d. Exclamatory  

 2. "The house is on fire!" is an example of what kind of sentence? 

a. Declarative 

b. Imperative 

c. Interrogative 

d. Exclamatory 

3."Anna, answer the door." is an example of what kind of sentence? 

a. Declarative 

b. Imperative 

c. Interrogative 

d. Exclamatory  

4."Pepperoni pizza is my favorite food." is an example of what kind of sentence? 

a. Declarative 

b. Imperative 

c. Interrogative 

d. Exclamatory  
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5. "Turn in your homework." is an example of what kind of sentence? 

a. Declarative 

b. Imperative 

c. Interrogative 

d. Exclamatory 

  

III. Read through the following assertive/declarative sentences and transform them into 

interrogative sentences. 

1. This isn’t my stop. 

2. I reached home yesterday. 

3. The computer was not working. 

4. Harry was your best friend. 

5. All the students have assembled in the exam hall. 

 

***************************************************************************** 


